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Summary: Lab-based X-ray microscopy is applied to the 3D characterization of cementitious building 

materials.  A combination of hardware and software advances, including a new iterative reconstruction 

approach, are used to improve imaging throughput for fast, high resolution scanning of the interior of 

dense samples.  Results on samples ranging from 8 inches to several mm are presented and used to 

demonstrate the multiscale quantification approach. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 

As the most ubiquitous composite material in the world, understanding of the microstructure, hydration, 

damage evolution, and potentially healing processes in cementitious building materials is critical to their 

development, durability, and sustainability.  Understanding the failures in cementitious building materials, and 

advancing research of their modern applications, may be difficult using traditional approaches.  To aid in this task, 

nondestructive 3D X-ray imaging offers an attractive mechanism to observe these phenomena alongside relevant 

microstructural features: pores/bubbles, size and distribution of coarse and fine aggregate phases, cement paste, 

micro-cracks, reinforcing structures, and other additives.  Furthermore, due to the nondestructive nature of the 

tomography approach, test samples are preserved for further characterization or repeated imaging to observe time-

dependent evolution. [1,2] 

In particular, recent technological advancements in concrete building materials include the possibilty of 3D-

printing, as well as the development of self-healing materials such as through microcapsule-based approaches [3,4].  

In each instance, understanding the change of the structure and properties during curing or the healing process is 

important, and X-ray tomography can help provide direct ‘time-lapse’ 4D observation.   
 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS 

 

Lab-based X-ray microscopy, utilizing optical elements adapted from synchrotron beamlines, can help span 

the range of sample sizes and length scales needed for such studies.  Large samples can help to capture the 

macroscale behavior of the material by covering the range of feature sizes and heterogeneities that exist in the 

composite.  Smaller samples offer better transmission of low-kV X-rays, providing contrast for similarly-dense 

phases as well as offering logistically simpler in situ experiments.  

This talk will present several examples and results. A test sample of 8 inches in diameter was imaged to 

validate the approach at the large-sample end of the spectrum, at which several scans were performed at relatively 

coarse resolution.  Smaller samples of common construction concrete several mm to cm in size were scanned at 

multiple lengthscales/fields of view, including very high resolution.  Data was acquired on a ZEISS Xradia Versa 

X-ray microscope, and image visualization and quantification performed with Dragonfly Pro from ORS.  Results 

demonstrate the identification of internal features and defects as well as 3D microstructural quantification related 

to the flow, mechanical, and thermal properties of the concrete (Figure 1, Left): aggregate size and spatial 

distribution, volume fraction of aggregate vs. cement phases, size and location of voids, and detection and 

dimensions of microcracks throughout the composite.  Discussion will also consider the use of machine learning-

based segmentation approaches to handle the typically low-contrast composite phases.  Advantages of the machine 

learning approach over conventional segmentation (such as simple grayscale threshold) will be explored. 

 

 



3. IMPROVING X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY THROUGHPUT  

 

One notable concern in such lab-based tomography studies is the speed at which 3D data can be acquired.  

Such throughput concerns can arise for cases such as 1) achieving adequate microstructural statistics by sampling 

enough targeted regions of interest at sufficiently high resolution, and 2) performing time-lapse in situ studies where 

the time rate of sample evolution is on the same order as image acquisition or when the total experimental time is 

prohibitive.  In such cases, any incremental improvement in the speed of data collection is advantageous.  And as 

is often the case in microscopy, an improvement is desired without compromising on other aspects of data quality 

(such as resolution or contrast). 

A two-pronged approach to address this challenge will be presented here.  On the hardware side, 

improvements in the power (current) of a lab-based X-ray source are used to approximately double the X-ray flux, 

thereby halving the exposure time per projection.  Secondly, a software approach is used to reduce the number of 

projection radiographs that need to be collected.  This is accomplished by implementing a fast workstation-based 

iterative reconstruction algorithm (called OptiRecon) to reduce the number of required projections by up to a factor 

of 4 (Figure 1, Middle and Right).  Combining these two approaches, a total factor of 8X throughput gain is realized 

compared to the previous state of the art in lab-based high resolution tomography.   

An outlook for future studies in evolution of concrete microstructures using lab-based tomography will be 

explored. In addition, several other examples of the OptiRecon algorithm on different sample types will be presented 

to show both the possibilities, as well as boundary conditions, of the method compared to conventional FDK 

reconstruction. 

 

   
 
Figure 1.  Left: High resolution interior tomography, used to segment and quantify distribution of aggregate 

particles.  Middle: interior tomography virtual cross section, reconstruction performed by FDK. Right: same 

sample and cross section, reconstruction performed using one quarter of the projections by OptiRecon iterative 

reconstruction. 
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